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Overview
This paper has been prepared for AI  
Thailand (AITH) to help the AI section grow 
its student group program. AITH has  
been engaged with people in schools in 
meaningful ways for several years already. 
It has been training teachers through its 
human rights education (HRE) program and 
it has offered university students seed 
money to o r g a n i z e  h u m a n  r i g h t s  
activities. Growing its base of Student 
Groups (SGs) would further engage young 
people and teachers in the organization’s 
mission. The paper offers a vision for the 
purpose and potential of SGs. It analyzes 
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities  
and threats of AITH’s current base of SGs. 
It  catalogues how AITH’s  SGs are  
currently supported and recommends  
a few additional supports. The main  
recommendations in this paper are in  
part 5, which builds on the analysis in  
the previous sections.

Author’s Background
The author of this paper, Laura Moye, brings fifteen 
years of experience as a member of staff at AI USA.  
She spent ten years in the Southern Regional Office  
primarily focused on building the activist base and 
five years in the National Capitol Office as the death 
penalty abolition campaign director. Throughout her 
tenure, she worked directly with AI student groups 
and volunteer leaders. She helped start new groups 
and supported existing groups by developing materials, 
making visits and organizing numerous conferences 
and trainings. Prior to her work on staff, she was a 
student activist leader for five years, starting first at 
a British international school in Hong Kong and then 
as a university student in the U.S. She has since  
become a secondary school teacher and taught for 
five years at a U.S. secondary school. This past  
academic year, she has been in Bangkok doing work 
at Ruamrudee International School (RIS). During this 
time she has supported RIS’s AI group, providing  
workshops and chaperoning the group’s trip to  
an urban refugee community. She set out to learn 
about Thai culture and politics, to understand AITH’s 
work, strengths and challenges with the help of the 
Activism and Human Rights Education Coordinator. 
While her experience with AI and activism is very deep, 
her insights about Thailand, Thai secondary schools 
and AITH are more recent and less deep. AITH staff 
are the intended audience and implementers of this 
strategy. As a team with deep experience and  
knowledge of Thailand and activism here,
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AITH 
SUPPORT 
PROFILE

How do student groups (SGs) fit into 
AITH’s current support base, work 
and goals?
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AITH’s current resource base:
AITH is a recognized section of the global Amnesty International with...
  [13? 823?] official members
  a board of 5 people
  6 secondary school student groups (one Thai, 5 international)
  a presence at one Thai university
  relationships with 4 teachers at the schools with SGs
  an office in Bangkok, with 15 staff members

Growth Goals for 2020
  Grow the membership base to 1,000 official members in 2020
  Support 9 Amnesty SGs across Thailand
  Have 5 MoUs with educational institutions to strengthening collaboration on HRE
  National Screening Mechanism is enforced by Thai law enforcement agency (re: refugees)
  Provide 30 seed fund allocations to activists and/or human rights defenders
  Gain new followers, reaching 10,000 people on select digital platforms
  Recruit at least one youth (18-25 year) member to the xxx committee
  Raise 300,000 Baht from a major fundraising event
  Raise 200,000 Baht revenue from AITH shop

Current Schools with SGs
 Thai Schools
   Burirampitthayakhom School (Buri Ram)
   Prince Songkla University, Pattani Campus (Pattani)

 International Schools
   Bangkok Patana School (Bangkok)
   International School Bangkok (Bangkok)
   Ruamrudee International School (Bangkok)
   Thai-Singaporean International School (Bangkok)
   United World College Thailand (Phuket)
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VISION 
FOR AITH
SGS
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An Investment 
in AITH’s 
Present 
and Future 
Support Base

AI SGs are an avenue for students to get involved in human rights 
activism, perhaps for the first time in their young lives. Our aim 
is for students to become lifelong supporters of the global 
human rights movement having been empowered and  
encouraged as Amnesty activists. AITH’s work has been to 
strengthen the organization in order to impact human rights at 
home and abroad. Some AI SG members will go on to live outside 
of Thailand, particularly for university, but many will remain  
or return to the country. We are especially interested in  
cultivating the human rights movement in Thailand, where 
human rights are not fully embraced by society and the  
government.

SG members, through their participation in AI, will become 
knowledgeable about human rights generally and human rights 
issues prioritized by AITH specifically. They will develop  
activist skills they can apply to issues they care about  
throughout their lives. Additionally, they will expose their  
peers and teachers to human rights through their activities  
and interactions, creating opportunities for greater  
human rights awareness and support in Thailand.

One of our goals is for each SG participant to become  
an individual member of AITH. We see a lot of potential in  
youth activists in the present and the future. We want to  
cultivate their support of AI as activists and financial  
contributors into their adult years. Beyond their school years, 
they will also have an opportunity to influence a wide variety 
of fields in society as professionals in fields from education to 
medicine, from the arts to business, and so on. These are  
also future human rights professionals who might work at 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), local, national,  
regional and international governmental agencies.
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What is the current state 
and potential of AITH SGs?
AITH is in an exciting place: it wants to start more student groups. 
There is a lot of room for innovation in the beginning phase of 
developing such an initiative. It will be important to be especially  
reflective with each step in order to capture lessons about how 
AI can best adapt to the context of Thailand’s schools. Currently, 
AITH’s SGs are fairly small in number. They are almost all in  
Bangkok, mostly at international schools. International schools 
and Thai schools each have many strengths AITH can build on. 
Both types of schools will need similar support, though there will 
be differences due to language, culture and resources.

AITH has some significant work to do to launch groups at Thai 
schools, where AI is either less known or not very positively  
known, particularly among parents and school staff. AITH will need 
to approach Thai schools with an experimental mindset, listening 
carefully to what school partners experience and need as  
they make new inroads. It may take more effort to start 
an initial set of Thai school student groups, but through that 
process we expect to learn lessons that will help us approach 
additional schools.

SWOT 
ANALYSIS

Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, Threats
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1) STRENGTHS
a) International Schools

i) Pre-Existing AI Supporters
Most international schools have teachers and staff who 
are familiar with AI because of its mostly positive image  
and developed support base in Western countries, where 
they have lived and/or trained as educators. Some have 
been members of AI. This is an advantage because often 
these individuals are self-motivated to start an AI group.  
This means AITH staff or members do not have to expend 
many resources or much energy to recruit groups from 
scratch at many of these schools.

ii) Structure of International Schools
International schools are very busy with numerous  
activities in and outside of school hours. Students often 
joke about being over-extended or over-committed. 
While we do not support over-stressing young people, it 
is true that they are in an environment where being 
active in clubs and projects is very normal and expected. 
Students are looking for ways to explore and develop 
their interests. They want to stand out to competitive 
universities, to which they are applying, by showing  
they have interests and leadership experience. It helps 
that AI does have a mostly positive reputation  
at Western universities.

The daily schedule at these schools often includes time 
for clubs, events and activities. These schools want to have  
an active campus life with clubs doing worthwhile  
activities. Expat students and teachers who have  
participated in clubs, including AI, back home, especially 
in Western countries, have experience and ideas that  
fit in their schools in Thailand because the schools are 
very similarly oriented and logistically structured.
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iii) Multicultural and Bicultural Students
Students from international schools include native Thais, expats 
from countries all around the world and dual or multinationals.  
The overwhelming majority of international schools function in 
English and have a Western curriculum (e.g. IB, AP, IGCSE). 
Students at non-English international schools often are  
conversant in English, even if it is not their dominant language. 
All schools are required to teach Thai; however, most expat 
students are not conversant in the language, making English 
the lingua franca across these schools. This is an advantage in 
that it means AITH does not need to have speakers of multiple 
languages to communicate with students from a large number 
of countries.

Some international schools are very diverse, with no one  
national group forming a majority of students. Others have  
Thai majorities. Students from various types of international 
schools have the advantage of growing up with a sense  
of global community at the outset. They have unique  
opportunities to develop cultural sensitivity and empathy for 
individuals and groups beyond their home culture.

Perhaps most important for Thailand is the potential AITH has 
to cultivate human rights supporters among Thai nationals 
going to international schools and staying in (or returning to) 
Thailand as adults. AITH is also in a wonderful position to  
cultivate human rights supporters who will go on to live in 
other countries, spreading what they’ve learned in Thailand 
through AI. These individuals may continue to care about and 
take solidarity actions to support human rights in Thailand as 
adult AI members. Thai students at international schools can  
be a very special resource to AITH as current and future  
supporters. They are grounded in Thai culture and are exposed 
to a globaly-minded community at school. They have  
the potential to help AITH shape a growing human rights 
movement in Thailand that is authentically Thai and  
globally connected.
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iv) Resources
International schools can be a resource to AITH in a number of ways. Many international schools express a commitment  
relevant to human rights in their very mission statements. If they do not use the exact phrase “human rights,” they often  
express human rights values, such as promoting an education where students develop a concern for the welfare of  
humanity and a global community founded on equality. For example, the International School of Bangkok’s mission statement:

      Through outstanding teaching and learning in  
a nurturing environment, ISB inspires students to  
achieve their academic and personal potential; be 

passionate, reflective learners; become caring global citizens , and 
lead healthy, active, balanced lifestyles.”

Many teachers bring human rights into their classes. Service 
learning and service projects are often part of graduation 
projects. They provide an opportunity for students to  
specifically explore and engage in human rights. Many  
leaders and staff at these schools see AI as a resource to their 
students and are willing to lend school resources to human 
rights activities.

AITH should not need to use its financial resources to  
support international school SGs beyond providing some  
printed materials and staff time. These schools are very well 
resourced and the families of students attending  
these schools typically do not face economic hardship. 
Families must be able to pay their children’s tuition or  
work for a company or agency that covers the expense. These 
families often have disposable income and they are used  
to paying for a variety of extra student activities (e.g. club 
fees, traveling internationally for events, competitions and 
projects). Additionally, fundraising is a common activity in 
these schools for a variety of causes. AITH should be able to 
expect its SGs to raise funds for the section, even if the amount 
does not end up being especially large. AITH staff should feel 
comfortable setting this expectation.

International schools are often outfitted with excellent  
facilities, available to student clubs. Some schools may also be 
happy to host AITH, should the section wish to organize public 
events and need a place to convene people. This could include 
trainings or conferences for all AITH student groups and adult 
members or even a forum of interest to parents, students  
and others in the community.

Additionally, Bangkok is an international and regional hub for 
NGOs, IGOs (e.g. the United Nations) and major corporations. 
Workers for these companies and agencies with children  
mostly send their students to international schools. This means 
that the parents of AI SG members are also a potential pool of 
talent, connections and time that could be a significant resource.
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v) Growth of International Schools
A few decades ago, international schools 
were established to serve the children of 
expats working overseas. They still serve 
this function, but now they serve a wider 
student population. Middle and upper 
class Thai families who want their  
children to have a globally competitive 
education are fueling the demand for 
international education. This is causing 
an increase in enrollment at existing 
s c h o o l s  a n d  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  
of more schools. More international 
schools mean more AI SGs can be formed. 
The fact that it is mostly Thai students 
who are filling these schools means  
even more Thai youth can join AITH’s 
membership base through international 
schools. This is particularly exciting  
for AITH’s ability to grow a larger 
membership base and human rights 
movement in Thailand, especially if AITH 
adopts the idea of cultivating lifelong 
supporters of human rights and AI.

b) Thai Schools
The biggest strengths of Thai schools is that there are thousands of them  
serving millions of students, and they are Thai. For AI Thailand to contribute to  
the cultivation of an authentically Thai human rights movement, it needs  
the idealism, energy and perspective of Thai youth. 

It is much more difficult to generalize about Thai schools compared with  
international schools because there are so many more of them. They are quite 
varied in size, educational focus, geographical location, diversity of backgrounds 
and socio-economic status. AITH may find it useful to analyze the types of  
Thai schools in more detail than this paper’s author can provide. 

Secondary schools which are housed in universities and some of the most  
academically competitive public schools have a lot in common with international 
schools. They share many of their strengths, such as having a staff, student body 
and curriculum that is interested in global issues and having financial resources 
and excellent campus facilities. They also tend to have students whose parents 
are professionals and who have travelled internationally. Some of them may have 
important connections or resources that could be helpful to AITH.  
Additionally, these schools often have a culture of student clubs, even if many are 
academically focused.

While international schools and elite Thai schools may provide easy-to-find  
inroads, engaging more typical Thai public schools would provide AITH with an 
opportunity to reach individuals from a wider socio-economic spread.  
AITH should be mindful about the socio-economic diversity of its supporter base. 
After all, the human rights movement is strongest when it reflects societies’ 
diversity. This brings more perspectives to the table, which shapes our agenda and 
messaging, and gives us an even greater reach into more communities  
with our message.
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c) Thailand: Self-Perception, Culture, Youth
Thailand sees itself as an important country in the global community. It is one of the more prosperous and developed  
countries in Southeast Asia, serving as a regional capital. Thailand was one of the 48 original countries to adopt the UDHR in 
1948. It participates in the United Nations, hosts UN offices for the region and has its own national human rights offices. 
The Thai government projects public relations messages that it supports human rights and that it has embraced freedom,  
democracy and human rights in its own history. No country has a perfect human rights record, including Thailand, but it is 
helpful that Thailand is on record as supporting human rights and cares about its image as a country that supports human rights.

Young people in Thailand are interested and engaged with the rest of the world. For some, this is related to entertainment and 
fashion, for some this includes business and economics, and for some this also includes politics. Thai youth are very digitally 
literate and connected. They are active on social media. This is a main way through which they receive news about what is 
happening in Thailand and the wider world. Thai people are concerned with the wellbeing and harmony of the community and  
showing respect to one another. The concept of human dignity, which is at the heart of human rights, is understood and shown in  
a number of practices. For example, individuals do not want to cause someone to lose face out of respect for their individual 
dignity. Addressing one another with words or gestures according to a person’s status may not show that everyone is equal in 
the social hierarchy, but it does show that each person’s dignity is equally valued. Thai people, including youth, have a tradition 
of charitable action, particularly influenced by Buddhist ethics of earning karmic merit. This is especially translatable to  
helping vulnerable people, particularly those who seem “innocent” of criminal or political activity.

Thai youth and young adults are the most active demographic group involved in political action. Historically, Thai young adults 
have sacrificed a lot for freedoms and rights in Thailand. Many have participated in demonstrations and protests and have  
shown tremendous courage. In past decades, thousands sacrificed their personal security and even their lives. These tend  
to be university students, rather than secondary school students. This age distinction within Thai youth will be important for 
AITH to consider. Secondary school students have less personal freedom, not yet being independent from their families and 
having more restrictions from their schools. Nevertheless, there is an enormous amount that secondary school students  
can do to promote human rights.
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2) WEAKNESSES
AND CHALLENGES
AITH’s number of groups is relatively small for a country of 
Thailand’s size. Of the existing groups, most are not at Thai 
schools, despite Thai schools representing the largest number 
of Thai students by far. The challenges of organizing in Thailand 
for human rights have been significant. The undemocratic change 
of governments and shakiness of civil liberties make it difficult 
to compare Thailand’s section with other older and more  
developed AI sections in countries with more political freedoms 
and stability. Also, “human rights” is not a phrase typically used 
in Thailand outside of civil society, policy-focused circles.  
Culturally and politically, there is room for political action, but 
there is also a strong current emphasizing social hierarchy and 
obedience to authority for the sake of harmony and stability. 
None of these challenges are insurmountable; however, they 
require sensitive steps by an authentically Thai support base.

Thai students are willing to “go big.” They are willing to organize 
engaging activities for human rights. However, they may not be 
confident in doing so in the beginning. Thai culture places a 
strong value on group cohesion, harmony and respect for  
authority. Activism is often associated with individualism, 
boldness - standing out and creativity. Therefore, Thai students 
may need more mentoring from AITH leaders in the beginning  
to build their knowledge, skills and confidence. They may need 
more examples and ideas to spark their imaginations. They may 
need interactions outside of their individual SG to see that  
they are not isolated and to feel more comfortable organizing 
activities in their own setting.

Two Thai students in the Ruamrudee International School (RIS) 
SG, consulted for this paper, shared that they could imagine 
talking with students at Thai schools about AI SGs.  
One of these students attended Thai schools prior to RIS and  
the other has friends and family members at Thai schools.  
They thought that peers, like them, could help Thai school  
students understand what AI SGs do by talking about their own 
group at RIS. They felt Thai school students needed more  
exposure to AI and a lot of examples of activities. They felt 
that peer encouragement would make a big difference. It would 
be worthwhile to see how current SG members could serve  
as effective mentors.
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3) OPPORTUNITIES
a) Thai Youth
Thailand is a young country. Of its population of 69 million  
people, 16% are under 14 years old, 14% are between the ages  
of 15 and 24.  The age group immediately following  
traditional school ages, ages 25 to 54 is an incredible 46%  
of the population. There are well over 30,000 primary and  
secondary schools across the country.

Young people are disproportionately interested and involved in 
politics. Young adults are the most involved demographic group 
in national political reform movements. Investing in youth 
activists could have a great impact on human rights in Thailand.

b) AI Thailand’s Existing Resources
AITH is a recognized AI section with staff and volunteers who 
can and have engaged schools. Students and alumni from  
international schools, especially Thai nationals, can be asked 
to help start Thai school groups. Friend networks can be 
leveraged. Every member of an existing SG has friends or 
family who attend other schools! AITH has the ability to  
tailor a message attractive to Thai youth without necessarily 
needing to justify the organization against past criticisms, 
given that many youth simply do not know about AI in the first 
place. Asking SG members to be partners in this recruitment 
effort could deepen their skills, confidence and sense of 
ownership in AITH.

c) Relevant Issues, Comfortable Entry Points
AI works on an incredible number of issues spanning the entire 
world. AITH’s agenda includes very salient issues in Thailand 
and beyond. Students love action. They want to be involved and 
they want to make a difference. “People on the move” is a 
highly relevant issue in Thailand, for example. Cases featured 
in Urgent Actions and in the Write for Rights campaign provide 
concrete personal stories that students can tell to engage their 
schoolmates. Students like having choices. AI’s cases and  
issues provide an opportunity for them to pick items that spark 
their passion. Passion is contagious and can bring human rights 
alive in a school community.

While AITH works on issues that are more controversial in 
Thailand, it works on plenty of issues that are more accepted. 
In order to start and maintain an AI  SG,  students  
and supportive teachers will need to navigate challenging 
politics and beliefs held by school leaders and parents.  
AITH SGs have several comfortable entry points, they don’t need 
to work on all of AITH’s agenda. Also, they can work on less 
controversial aspects of issues that have some controversy. 
For example, “people on the move” is an area of work where AI 
may have policy positions that may be controversial, but the 
idea that we should treat refugees humanely because they are 
fleeing danger may be more sympathetic.
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4) THREATS
a) Political and Social Considerations
AI’s image in Thailand is negative for many, which has caused resistance toward the formation of SGs or toward certain activities. 
A vocal group of parents at RIS, for example, were initially resistant to students forming an AI group. The students and their 
faculty advisor were very careful to listen to concerns and decided they would avoid working on certain issues, especially  
the death penalty. They decided to make refugees and discrimination their two priority issues for the year because  
group members really cared about these issues and they saw no opposition from the parents.

Human rights education may be the most comfortable entry 
point. HRE is usually seen as non-threatening, especially when  
the focus is on the humanistic values underlying human rights.  
For this reason, student groups could carry out a wide range 
of HRE activities without much resistance. Most schools ad-
dress important values they want their students to emulate. 
HRE can be included in education and exploration about why 
and how students can show respect for others.

Some students, like a couple interviewed for this paper,  
thought of HRE as boring. They were more attracted to issues 

and cases. Therefore, it may be helpful to show groups how 
they can pair some cases and issues with HRE. Additionally, 
teaching and learning techniques can play a role in  
making HRE more interesting. For example, lecturing a group 
of students (especially younger students) about human rights 
would not be as engaging as asking them to work in small 
groups to design the rules for how they will treat one another 
on a brand new planet they have found and will settle. Games 
involving physical movement or artistic creativity and relating 
human rights to the daily reality of children and teenagers  
are important pedagogical principles.
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rights and stability. Unfortunately, this message is often  
accepted by many in Thailand, which puts AI  in a  
negative light. For schools where a significant number  
of students have family members who work for the Thai gov-
ernment and military establishment, starting or running SGs 
can be especially challenging.

AITH needs to help students and faculty advisors know how to 
talk about the organization in a positive way, one that is  
not trying to harm Thailand’s stability, but that sees  
human rights as a foundation of peace and stability. Mostly, 
though, students will likely shift negative impressions of  
the organization by showing people specific stories of people 
AI is helping and has helped. Sympathetic stories of relatable 
individuals can sometimes lower tensions that arise from 
controversial subjects.

“Human rights” is not a commonly used term in Thailand.  
It is used more in civil society organizations and doesn’t have 
an accessible connotation to ordinary people. This is less of  
an issue in international schools, but it may be a challenge in 
Thai schools. AITH has been working on messages to address 
this gap and can help SGs figure out useful and accessible 
phrasing to promote human rights. While it would be 
 inappropriate for AI as a secular organization to use explicitly 
religious language, it can partner with religious figures who 
freely use such language as they speak alongside AITH leaders, 
creating useful associations for a Thai audience. Could AITH 
cultivate allies, such as a monk or respected teacher or leader 
at a Buddhist secondary school who is passionate about human 
rights and would naturally weave Buddhist principles in with 
“human rights” in his discourse. Panyaden International School 
in Chiang Mai could be a valuable resource in this regard.

The death penalty is an especially challenging issue. From  
the Bangkok Post (Oct. 11, 2019), “According to a survey 
conducted by Mahidol University, 41% of Thais want to  
keep the death penalty, while 51% were undecided. Only  
8% of the population supported abolishing it.” Bear in mind 
that countries that have abolished the death penalty have 
also had majorities support the penalty (e.g. Britain and 
France, although this support has dropped in recent years).

The death penalty is an issue that has caused many to dislike 
AI in Thailand. The same is true in the United States,  
particularly among conservatives. Many do not see it as  
a human rights issue, but as a matter of “just deserts” in  
a criminal justice-punishment context. The death penalty 
issue is undeniably part of AI’s global agenda and will  
continue to be. While most AITH SGs may not want to work on 
this issue, AITH needs to help students know how to react in 
potentially uncomfortable or confrontational conversations 
that might come up about this issue.

There is a nervousness around work on issues in Thailand that 
is critical of the government given the negative reaction of 
the government toward critics. Students and teachers 
are unlikely to fully understand their own rights when it comes 
to being critical of the national government. Expat teachers 
and students may feel vulnerable as non-citizens and  
uncomfortable critiquing the government of a country in 
which they are guests.

In general, the government tends to dismiss criticisms about 
its human rights record pointing to the need to maintain 
public order and safety above all .  It  is  common  
for governments to create such a false dichotomy between 

While Thai culture includes empathy for those in need, this may not always translate into empathy for people whose 
rights are under attack for being involved in more political work  or those judged to have done something criminal or 
wrong. This tension of values is true in  a diverse array of countries.
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b) Competition for Time and Attention
International schools have tremendous potential as a sector 
in which to start new groups. However, a few challenges do 
exist at these schools. Given the large number of activities 
students have available to them, Amnesty is one of many 
choices. It is not unusual that AI SG members are involved  
in more than one service-oriented club. Teachers are also  
occupied with supporting various extra-curricular activities, 
so students need to find someone who has both the time as 
well as the interest. In Thai schools, AI could also be one of 
several activity club choices. Types of groups more familiar to 
Thai students may have an advantage in competing for student 
and teacher support, such as academic or charity clubs.  
In Thai schools, AITH will also have to make an argument  
why AI is a worthwhile club for students who care about  
human welfare if they have other choices.

c) Possible Perception of AITH as Elitist and/or Western
In order for AITH to be regarded as an authentically Thai organization, its support base and image needs to be strongly Thai. 
Fortunately for this objective, its staff and leadership is Thai, it has been taking on human rights concerns relevant to Thailand 
and it has been shaping messages aimed at resonating with the Thai public. AITH’s international school SGs and non-Thai 
supporters are indeed valuable to AI generally and AITH. It will be important for AITH not to grow unevenly among expats  
compared with Thai nationals lest AITH be thought of as an expat club. 

Additionally, AITH should be intentional as it selects Thai schools to target for SG recruitment. The organization will also want 
to avoid being seen as a Bangkok club. While it makes a lot of sense to initially focus heavily on Bangkok, where a large part of 
the population lives and there are more resources, AITH should also engage schools serving socioeconomically  
diverse student bodies. Eventually, a network of schools in the major regions of Thailand would also make the organization 
more representative of Thailand’s population, an important goal for becoming a respected and genuine voice in and for Thailand.
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PLAN FOR 
SUPPORTING 
EXISTING 
STUDENT 
GROUPS
Before starting any new student groups, it 
is important to ensure there is support for 
the existing ones. This is a review of what is 
being provided and what could be provided.
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a) Practical Materials
AITH is producing two new items: a startup guide for new groups and an action planning guide for all groups. There are also  
a number of other materials on a variety of human rights issues, like a leaflet on the situation and rights of refugees in Thailand. 
The AITH Shop is another great resource for AI-branded visibility items, such as T-shirts.

b) Communicate Regularly to Guide and Support
The Activism and Human Rights Education Coordinator (the Coordinator) currently provides regular communication with SGs. 
She communicates with those wanting to start groups, provides them with guidance on how to get started, what issues  
they can choose to work on, encouragement to work on AITH priorities, ideas and help with speakers, materials and activities. 
The Ruamrudee International School group, interviewed for this report, expressed gratitude for being connected to activists 
outside their group. This included the Coordinator, a human rights defender and a refugee brought in as speakers, and  
an AI trainer (the author of this report).

+ Recommendation: A good addition to these materials would be a yellow AI banner for events and tabling 
for all groups. This basic tool would help all groups to promote their group’s and the organization’s visibility on 
campus. A printed banner using AI’s brand color, brand font and candle logo would also help create a professional 
impression of the group. We recommend a screen-printed cloth banner rather than a vinyl banner as vinyl creases 
permanently when folded.

+ Recommendation: The Coordinator should send a simple electronic  
reporting tool to group leaders to keep communication with groups regular,  
efficient and focused. Such a tool could be made using Google Forms or Survey 
Monkey or could even be a Line message with the same four questions texted  
to group leaders each time. The form or text could be scheduled to go out on  
set dates automatically or the Coordinator could simply set a schedule of  
when to send the tool manually. Every two months is probably sufficient.  
Sending a meaningful and timely reply, even if very brief, will be important  
to show that the reporting is not just a bureaucratic task, but important to  
AITH’s care for the groups. Providing a time-efficient tool that SG leaders  
believe is purposeful will help motivate leaders to keep providing a report.  
After all, they are volunteers.

Recommended questions 
for the reporting tool:
1. What has your group been doing?
2. What are your upcoming  activities?
3. What support do you need?
4. Do you have any questions or concerns?
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c) Connect Student Groups Regularly
Student group members often enjoy meeting students from other schools and getting off their own campus. They reached out to 
another school’s AI group to meet them, but were disappointed to not receive a reply. They looked forward to a gathering with 
other groups, but this was cancelled as the Covid-19 pandemic required social distancing.

Connecting SGs with each other can create a sense of community and connection to a larger organization and movement. It can 
help individuals learn a wide variety of new ideas, opening their thinking and creativity. It can also motivate and energize groups. 
Students like to learn from each other and are often curious about what their peers are doing in other schools.

+ Recommendation: Organize a gathering of SGs twice a year on a weekend day. For international schools,  
September and late January would be useful, being at the beginning of each semester. For international schools, 
summer breaks should be avoided given the number of students who travel abroad during that time. Consider hosting 
the gathering at the AITH office at least once as a way to raise students’ awareness of AITH and to give them a sense 
of belonging to the section and not just their group. RIS students recommended these gatherings have two main parts: 
the staff providing information about the work of the section and each student group providing an update on what their 
group is doing or planning. Provide time to mingle, with food, so students can ask questions of each other, get to know 
each other and share more ideas. Don’t overplan the meeting with speakers - students like to talk with other students. 
Empower students to help with the meeting.
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d) Provide Training Opportunities
Currently, the Coordinator provides training as needed by each group, often visiting the groups at their schools.

While AITH will want to foster camaraderie among all student activists, it will also need to accommodate language and cultural  
differences once more Thai school SGs are established. In the short term, with a larger number of groups being at international schools, 
English would be the clear lingua franca. Techniques like simultaneous translation may seem like an inclusive way to bring English  
and Thai speakers together; however, it can be very cumbersome to participate in such an environment. Speakers of both languages  
need to feel comfortable at gatherings. It may be that students at Thai schools and those at international schools would best participate 
in separate meetings. Alternatively, student gatherings could begin with a bilingual opening session followed by breakout sessions by 
language group.

+ Recommendation: Continue to learn from SG members what their training needs are. The Coordinator 
can increase her capacity by cultivating experienced SG leaders and other activists to help present workshops. 
This could be done by facilitators traveling to a school and presenting during a SG meeting or at  
a gathering of SGs, if enough groups show interest and commit to coming. As AITH’s SG grows, the section  
may want to train trainers to increase activist support capacity. Also, there are many materials online from 
many AI sections on a variety of activist skills (e.g. how to table, how to fundraise, etc.). These can also  
be electronically sent to SGs. AITH does not need to produce all needed activist materials. These have been 
made and re-made by AI activists many times over the years and in many countries. Many of these items  
are searchable on the internet and could be requested from AI colleagues in other sections.
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PLAN FOR 
GROWING 
NEW STUDENT 
GROUPS
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+ Recommendations:

a) Provide Practical Materials and Early 
Staff Support
AITH should prepare for having new groups by creating and 
stocking the resources groups will need to be successful.  
This will help groups to begin on a firm footing. The materials 
mentioned in the previous section will be of help. Additionally, 
it should have a starter guide with clear steps for how to  
form a group.

The Activism and Human Rights Education Coordinator should 
prioritize conversations with groups in the start-up phase.  
Once individuals have decided they want to start  
a group, it will be important to help them carry forward  
the momentum of their motivation and make some positive 
first steps. This is a critical time in building a relationship  
between the Coordinator and the group founders; therefore, 
in-person conversations are especially advised. While  
the printed materials provided to groups may lay out most of 
what group founders need to know, the Coordinator can help 
founders build their confidence and troubleshoot issues that 
may come up along the way. As AITH grows, it can also use 
experienced SG members from other schools or alumni from 
those schools to provide some of the initial guidance.

In the early stage of staff support, staff should be mindful  
not just of the typical practical steps needed to form a group, 
but also how to help groups navigate school politics. This may 
be a period of negotiation that will require good listening and 
careful diplomacy. If there are concerns about AI’s political 
agenda, the group will need to figure out how to navigate those 
challenges. Group leaders and faculty advisors do not need to 

b) Provide Strategic Issue  
and Action Choices
AITH should enlist its SGs to help advance the section’s 
 priorities. However, secondary school students face unique 
challenges that will require a menu of human rights issue 
choices best-suited to their circumstances.

make any apologies for AI’s work or shy away from calling 
themselves an AI SG, but they may find it best to focus their 
activities on human rights issues for which there is more 
sympathy and less controversy. There may be ways for a group 
to address a controversial topic in the course of a school year, 
but it will be important for the group to find ways it can have 
a productive conversation about human rights and not get into 
power struggles with administrators  or  parents.  
The Coordinator can help groups figure out a good balance.
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Safety and Longevity Concerns
AITH staff are in a position to take on national and local  
human rights issues that are controversial and politically  
risky. It cannot expect teenage members to do such work.  
Not only does AITH need to consider the safety of its youth 
(non-adult) members, but it also needs to consider  
the viability and longevity of its student program. Even if  
student members did want to choose to take on very  
controversial issues, school leaders and parents might be quick 
to shut down any efforts to start or maintain an AI group.  
Cultivating a good reputation for AITH’s SGs will help it to start 
additional groups. It seems that AITH has been quite sensitive 
to these concerns; therefore, this recommendation is for  
the section to continue being sensitive in this way.

The Right Number of Choices
AITH should provide student groups with issue choices;  
however, the number of choices should be limited in number. 
At the moment, AITH has nine human rights issue priorities. 
This may make sense for staff and adult members to tackle; 
however, this is too great a number of choices for student 
groups. Three to six issue choices would provide enough  
options to make choices meaningful without overwhelming 
students with too many choices. Also, AITH should consider 
framing human rights issues differently for SGs if the framing 
in staff communications sounds too technical and inaccessible 
for those without a legal or policy background.

Section Needs and Priorities
Providing choice and direction will help SGs conduct  
activities that can contribute to AITH’s vision and strategy  
and ultimately make more impact. AI sections have  
sometimes worried about directing groups. The original AI 
letter writing groups were started by and run by volunteers 
before there were paid staff. Even today, much of AI’s work is 
carried out by volunteers. Therefore, a strong sense of  
independence has been a core part of the culture and ethos of 
many AI groups around the world. AITH can provide SGs  
with lots of choices and independence while also providing 
some directives that are important to the success of  
the section. After all, SGs in Thailand are an arm of AITH.  
Asking members of  SGs to become AITH me bers,  
to raise funds for the section and to organize a Write for Rights 
event, for example, should be reasonable directives.

Relevant and Well-Supported Issues
Be sure to select human rights issues for which there is  
readily available information and materials students can work 
with. AITH should not expect SGs to generate their own  
materials. SGs may wish to adapt information and materials 
they receive from AI, but they should not have to collect facts 
and generate materials from scratch. Students like to be active, 
so avoid making a human rights topic an issue if they cannot 
generate enough activities from existing AI materials.
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c) Empower Existing Student Activists to Grow the Program
Each existing student group should be able to help AITH start at least one additional SG every school year. AITH may not have 
dozens and dozens of SGs, but it has dozens of members in ไits existing groups. These students, as well as supporting teachers, 
have a lot of energy and talent. They are gaining experience with each meeting and activity they organize. Students should hear 
the message that they are part of AITH and that they are needed. These students have friends, siblings and cousins who go to 
other schools. Some students have been to more than one school and have a good understanding of their previous schools, as 
well as relationships with individuals there. Beyond the students, each faculty advisor of a SG likely knows teachers at other 
schools and each AITH staff and adult member likely have a connection to a friend or family member in at least one  
secondary school.

AITH’s student coordinator could ask each existing SG  
to have a discussion about connections to other schools and 
then to identify at least one where they will help start another 
SG. The Coordinator can compare notes from each existing  
SG to connect any students in different schools who have  
connections to the same school so the groups do not  
unknowingly. Replicate efforts. It will be important for the 
Coordinator to set the tone about this initiative in a way that 

sparks enthusiasm and ownership among the students. 
Perhaps a friendly sense of competition among existing  
SGs to help start new SGs could be helpful motivation.  
The Coordinator can decide whether they would like to label 
this campaign (e.g. “Have one, start one” or “Double  
Your Impact,” and give it  a formal initiative feel  
or make it more informal).

Activities and Service Projects
Students benefit from seeing examples of activities other groups  
around the world have done. The new Student Planning Guide  
includes such ideas. Students enjoy creative and fun activities.  
Groups that run out of ideas can lose energy and support. Occasionally, 
AITH will have an opportunity to support groups who want to meet  
directly with individuals facing human rights struggles. For example, 
the Ruamrudee International School (RIS) group visited a community 
of urban refugees and put on a holiday party with activities  
for the children. They collected school supplies to give as gifts to  
the children, too. This project left an enduring impression and deepened 
the students’ commitment to helping refugees. They really  
enjoyed having a special trip off campus and they are very proud of their 
project. Additionally, sharing about this event in the school newsletter 
created a very positive impression of AI, helping to build (or re-build) 
the organization’s reputation. 

Note: AITH staff was very skillful in guiding the project to ensure  
the safety of the refugees. While AI is not a direct service organization, 
SGs could do impactful service projects with staff guidance.
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Once an initial contact at a new school is identified, the SG leaders who have 
a relationship with this person could help to organize an “informational 
meeting.” The students from the existing group could give an introduction to 
AI, speak about their own AI club and share what kinds of activities they’ve 
done. This student-to-student outreach, especially if conducted with passion, 
could help to attract just enough students to form a new group. Alternatively, 
students in an existing SG could help identify contacts in a new school for  
the Coordinator to cultivate. The Coordinator could help conduct an informa-
tional meeting. This second option would not develop as much leadership and 
ownership from existing student members, but it could at least help generate 
a new group if the existing group has too many constraints to be involved at 
a deeper level.

Bear in mind types of schools as you ask student members to brainstorm  
about their connections to students in other schools. In the international 
schools, students will likely know students in other international schools. 
However, many will also know students in Thai schools. Encourage them to 
think about Thai schools, especially. These are the schools that AITH  
hasn’t yet penetrated.

e) Timing for Recruitment
Toward the end of a school year is a useful time to start recruiting individuals who want to start a new group. In the second half 
of the school year, you could provide contacts at new schools with exposure to AI and AI activities in the area and help them to 
figure out a plan for how to start a group early in the next school year. After all, the beginning of a school year is often when 
students are figuring out which activities they want to join and they aren’t yet stressed by volumes of school work.  
With the international schools and Thai schools following different calendars, AITH can spread out its contact cultivation.

d) Participate in Citywide Student Events
Every year there are recurring and one-off conferences and events for 
students across Bangkok and some for students across all of Thailand. 
ServICE is an example of a conference involving most of the international 
schools. It is a student-run conference, where students lead workshops 
and participate in service projects. There is no reason why AI couldn’t have 
students lead a workshop and staff an informational table. AITH student 
members can be empowered to help identify new contacts at schools 
without AI groups. Other student gatherings, like Model United Nations 
events, can be another place to network with students and teachers from 
schools that would be very sympathetic to AI’s work.
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f) Develop a Culture of the “Lifelong Supporter”
There are a number of advantages to recruiting students compared with adults. Often, they have more time and energy  
than adults in the working world who may be supporting families. They are often in an idealistic part of their lives and want 
to take action to help people as they learn about inequality and injustice. They tend to be less cynical about change and  
are willing to try new things, like activism. AI does not do a great job expressing to its youth supporters that they are needed, 
both in the present and when they leave school and enter the adult world. This is an incredible loss of potential. AITH could be 
a leader in retaining individuals as members from their student years into their adult years.

AITH staff and adult members can communicate this 
idea of the lifelong supporter in their interactions  
with students members any time they are together.  
The student Coordinator will be the most important 
staffer to express this idea, as the staffer that interacts 
most with the students. Often students are given a 
message by adults that “you are the future.” AITH should 
avoid this message as it should affirm students’ value 
in the present. “You are our leaders today and  
tomorrow!” is a better message. Clever messages that 
help students realize they are in something bigger  
than a student club will be important. For example, 
“When you graduate from school, don’t graduate from 
Amnesty!”

Invite SGs to the AITH office to meet staff and adult 
members. Explain the office operations and how 
 individual supporters make it all possible. Help them to 
see AI beyond the classroom where their club meets at 
school.  Introduce them to adult  members in  
a variety of professions so they can see their future 
selves as AITH and human rights supporters in any  
profession they choose.

Find ways to give students meaningful roles in  
the section beyond their SGs. Having a seat on the board 
of directors or on a committee could be one option. 
Being involved as volunteers at AITH events could be 
another way.

g) Cultivate Youth Ambassadors
AITH’s SG leaders will graduate from school.They will move on  
to university either in Thailand or abroad. Some, especially  
Thai nationals, will return to Thailand as young adults to start  
careers. Some of these individuals might be very happy to help  
AITH’s student program. They may be willing to help cultivate  
contacts at new schools to help start new SGs, and they may be 
willing to speak to existing groups about how to organize events 
successfully and so forth. These individuals will be within  
a few years of their student experience and thus have a useful  
perspective for secondary school students. They could expand  
the capacity of the student Coordinator and provide mentoring  
to SGs that need more support. These individuals may love  
the opportunity to contribute their experience and expertise  
to other students. This could be very personally rewarding.  
Additionally, they may also appreciate having a leadership role title 
and being able to put that on their CV. AITH can test this out by  
recruiting one or two ambassadors and seeing how these  
individuals can best help.
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h) Starting Groups at Thai Schools
In the long-term, it is ideal to have a larger number of AI groups at Thai schools and to have SGs around the country. This would 
expand AI’s presence and impact further into Thailand. Initially, however, it will be easier to recruit more international schools, 
especially in Bangkok. There is a lot of potential with intern tional schools that hasn’t been fully tapped and the effort needed 
should be relatively low. AITH may have a disproportionate number of SGs at international schools in the short-term;  
however, if the section holds onto a vision of expanding into more Thai schools and actively seeks out contacts and leads  
into Thai schools, it should be able to find a good balance of schools..

Students, especially Thai students, at international schools 
can be a resource to engaging their friends and family members  
in Thai schools. Some Thai students at international schools 
used to attend Thai schools and will have valuable insights and 
ongoing friendships at those schools. They can also be 
empowered to speak to students at Thai schools about  
their AI club to generate interest. Since most Thai students 
would not have heard of AI, let alone known about AI SGs,  
these student leaders could paint a picture of what AI groups 
do and help them to imagine the possibilities of a SG at  
their own school.

Thai secondary schools housed at Thai universities and  
other top-ranked schools may have the most potential for 
starting new SGs. These schools often participate in similar 
global issues programs as international schools and share  
a lot of the advantages described in this paper that  
international schools do. There is an interest in global  
issues, parents are often involved in international  

businesses or have a global reach in their friend and family 
circles. Of course, as with parents of Thai students at  
international schools, the parents of students at these schools 
are often part of the Thai elite. This is a double-edged sword. 
They may have a greater awareness and interest in global  
issues and generally support human rights, but there may  
also be stronger feelings against students being involved  
in anything that could be seen as critical of the national  
government.

AITH should not rush into starting many SGs at Thai schools. 
The first couple of SGs could be extremely instructive for how 
to start SGs at other schools. It would be best to start with a 
small number and learn what these schools and students need 
to be successful. It could be that they might be quite similar to 
the SGs at international schools. It could be that they take a 
rather different shape or even show AITH that there are more 
effective ways to engage Thai students in human rights than 
the traditional AI SG model.
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i) Retention is Essential to Growth
Just as AITH should work to retain students in SGs to be lifelong supporters,  
it should work to retain SGs at schools. SGs are especially vulnerable to the coming  
and going of students. There are only so many years that a student attends a school  
and can participate in an AI group. The Coordinator can check in with SGs about  
their leadership succession plans. The Student Group Planning Guide asks groups 
to include in their annual plans how they will involve younger students.  
If a SG’s leadership consists of all final-year students, it is very vulnerable to  
not continuing the following school year. The Coordinator and faculty advisor  
can help current leaders identify upcoming leaders to ensure group continuity. AITH  
should think about recruitment and retention as an ongoing cycle. Real growth will 
be lost if retention is not part of efforts.

j) Faculty Advisors
Faculty advisors can play a critical role for SGs. They should be advisors and  
not group leaders, in order to develop student leadership and ownership.  
They can help groups navigate the extra-curricular activity regulations and  
other rules. They can help students navigate possible tricky political dynamics  
that can exist or pop-up at schools. If they are at a school for many years,  
they can provide insight and historical context to guide decisions. They can  
advocate for students and use their relationships with administration, faculty and 
families. They can also help students work through in-group conflicts and  
help existing student leaders identify new leaders to keep the group going  
from one year to the next. AITH’s student coordinator should be sure to  
develop relationships with these individuals as well as with the student leaders.

k) Grow Steadily: Increase Capacity Not Just Groups
As AITH grows its number of groups, it should build student leadership and  
volunteer capacity to support these groups. It may eventually be necessary and 
possible to add additional staff organizers if the student group program becomes 
especially vibrant. It  will  be difficult to retain new groups without  
adequately supporting them. Therefore, capacity to support groups must grow if 
AITH wants to keep growing its number of groups, particularly if it wants to see a 
network across the country.
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BEYOND 
SECONDARY 
SCHOOL 
GROUPS
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 As stated in the introduction, AITH has been engaging with schools 
for several years. Besides student groups, AITH has been organizing  
human rights education trainings for teachers and granting seed funds 
to university students doing human rights activities. Could connecting 
these efforts more create new possibilities?
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As AITH grows its secondary school SG program, it has  
an opportunity to explore new ways to gain a foothold in more 
 Thai universities. AITH’s current experience has shown that  
many Thai university students prefer to avoid organizational  
affiliations, which is a barrier to joining AI. Also, some university 
students want to do political work beyond AI’s scope and style. 
Greater success supporting university activism has come from 
the section’s seed fund. This seems important and well-worth 
continuing. An RIS student who is going to a U.K. university next 
year shared in our interview that she is excited to join the AI SG 
there. This student also felt university students had far fewer 
constraints than secondary students and saw potential at Thai 
universities. AITH should explore current SG members’ thoughts 
and ideas about establishing university SGs, especially with  
those who plan to attend Thai universities and/or have friends 
and siblings at these institutions. AITH may encounter similar 
obstacles to the ones experienced in the past with gaining  
traction at Thai universities. However, university students  
coming up from secondary schools with AI SGs may hold  
fresh perspectives and a different outlook. Students with prior  
SG experience who are engaged and motivated to help AITH  
could make a critical difference to new efforts by AITH to  
start university groups.

  Could AITH make inroads at Thai schools to start SGs with teachers who attend the HRE trainings?
  Could these teachers help to identify students who might like to start an AI group and would some of these teachers  
     like to serve as faculty advisors? The Coordinator could connect these students with Thai students in existing SGs  
     to give them a concrete picture of what having a SG would look like.
  Alternatively, would these teachers like to recruit a team of students at their schools to help lead HRE lessons and  
     activities (e.g. either peer-to-peer or older students leading younger students)?
  Could HRE activities led by students later motivate those students to start a SG?
  Could student-led HRE work lead to a new model of student engagement besides a traditional SG?
  What ideas might these teachers have if engaged in a conversation about student empowerment in human rights  
      education and/or activism?
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     To grow its student group program, AITH should…
 1. Start from the vision that SGs are an important part of the present base of AITH’s support.
 2. Hold the vision that SGs are an investment in AITH’s future support base.
 3. Inspire students to see themselves as valuable lifelong supporters of AITH and human rights.
 4. Ensure practical, user-friendly materials are in good supply for SGs.
 5. Train SG members how to speak in a positive and culturally-sensitive way about AI as a force for HR. 
     (i.e. HR isn’t a threat to stability; it is “the foundation of freedom, justice and p eace .” (UDHR preamble)).
 6. Provide an action agenda for SGs that supports AITH’s priorities and meets student needs:
  a. Provide issue choices for which there are adequate materials and actionable work.
  b. Don’t overwhelm SGs with too many choices.
  c. Provide comfortable entry points (e.g. topics that are not typically controversial).
  d. Help prepare students and faculty advisors to diplomatically engage with parents, staff
       and administrators who may have strong negative feelings about AI or some of its issues.
  e. Provide plenty of campus activity ideas.
  f. Let SGs know about activities they can support happening in the community.
 7.  Ensure the Coordinator has enough time in her workload to support groups and build relationships with  
      students and teachers.
 8.  Keep supporting existing groups and bear in mind that growth involves retention, not just recruitment.
 9. Provide opportunities for SGs to meet each other and meet staff and adult volunteers in AITH to build their  
      sense of connection and ownership of the section, short and long term.
 10. Empower and inspire students and teachers in SGs to activate their relationships with students and teachers  
       in other schools to help start new SGs.
 11. Set a goal for number of groups to start in the 2020-21 school year
  a. Recommendation: Retain all existing SGs and start 5 new SGs (ask each SG to help start one).
  b. Note: Covid-19 could disrupt recruitment efforts if it continues to threaten public health.
 12. Empower existing SG members, especially Thai-speakers, to meet with students in Thai schools to provide  
       a concrete picture of what a SG can do and spread their passion through peer leadership.
 13. Look to faculty advisors as valuable assets in helping to keep SGs going at schools, navigate school politics   
       and provide insights to AITH on its SG program.
 14. Ask SGs to contribute financially to AITH to create a sense of ownership in the section’s viability and positivity about  
         fundraising. Make this attainable by emphasizing c ontribution , not s ize of gift.
 15. In the short term, take advantage of the relative ease of starting groups at international schools.
 16. In the short term, target international schools with large numbers of Thai nationals.
 17. In the long term, be mindful of the balance of groups at Thai schools and non-Thai-majority international   
        schools to ensure AITH’s SG program is not dismissed as a foreigner/elitist “thing.”
 18. Recruit student or alumni leaders to build AITH’s capacity to support new and existing SGs.
 19. Leverage AITH’s HRE teacher trainings. Discuss with participants how they think students at their schools  
        could be engaged in HRE and/or HR activism, with the SG model as one of many options.
 20. Explore with SG members who will attend Thai universities how to make inroads there.

Summary of Recommendations
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Appendix A: List of Secondary Schools

The following is a list of schools that might be easiest to approach. They are international schools in Bangkok. See if students 
and teachers in existing SGs, if not also AITH staff, have contacts with people in these schools.

Thai Public International Schools
  Kasetsart University - Laboratory School International Program (“Satit Kaset IP”)
  King Mongkut’s International Demonstration School (KMIDS)
  Mahidol University’s International High School (MUIDS)
  Thammasat University - Asian Institute of Technology International School

International Schools in Bangkok
  American School of Bangkok (Sukhumvit Campus and Green Valley Campus)
  Anglo Singapore International School
  Bangkok Patana School*
  Bangkok Preparatory International School
  Bromsgrove International School Thailand
  Concordian International School
  Harrow International School, Bangkok
  International Community School
  International School Bangkok*
  KIS International School
  NIST International School
  Ruamrudee International School*
  St Andrews International School Bangkok
  Shrewsbury International School
  Singapore International School of Bangkok
  Thai Chinese International School
  Thai Sikh International School
  Thai-Singaporean International School (Bangkok)*
  Wells International School
* = AITH has a SG at this school

Appendix B: Student Activity Networking Opportunities
International schools are involved in many events. Some of these activities would be excellent places to network and learn 
which schools already have student clubs involved in human rights related issues.
  ServICE Conference - This is an annual event (last held in November 2019), 
    featuring NGOs and student clubs working primarily on human development issues.
  Model United Nations - Many schools have MUN clubs dedicated to debating issues 
    facing the UN. Clearly, human rights is relevant to their agenda (March 2020 THAI
    MUN was canceled (COVID-19)).
  Students for SDGs - This annual event gets students to develop solutions to 
    world problems addressed in the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (last held 
    in January 2019).
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